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Select Auto Systems Ltd
Engine Remapping

Our engine ECU remapping is carried out by a dedicated team of engineers. These engineers can remap and
tune all types of petrol and diesel engines that are controlled by an engine management system. We use the
latest software and equipment to produce good, reliable performance and economy maps.
The results of having a car, motorcycle or commercial vehicle remapped will always improve economy as well
as power, this is because the engine is fine tuned to run more efficiently.
We offer three stages of custom tuned maps;
Performance ReMap - maximum performance (torque and BHP) but only a small increase in economy (5% 10%).
Performance and Economy ReMap (50/50) - This is our most common remap and produces good all round
results. (example Renault traffic 115 BHP to 145 BHP 8 - 10 mpg gain)
Economy ReMap - This will give the maximum economy gain and is great for fleets of vans (example 10
vans each doing 600 miles per week fuel saving of Â£340 per week)
Our own mobile Engine ECU remapping service covers London, Surrey, Sussex, Kent, Hampshire, Essex,
Buckinghamshire and Hertfordshire.
Many vehicles can be remapped through the ODB connector (Diagnostic Socket). Newer vehicles such as
BMW, Audi, Mercedes etc use tricore processors in their ECU's. These are supposed to be "anti-tune" but
due to the advanced methods we use we can still remap these vehicles. We also remap Japanese vehicles
including Nissan, Mitsubishi, Toyota and Lexus. Our maps are generally undetectable by the manufacturer.
In addition to tuning you car can also remove speed limiters on vehicles such as BMW and Mercedes. By De
limiting the vehicle the full potential of the car is released.
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Our prices for our remapping service are vehicle dependent so please contact us for a quotation.
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